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Opengameart already did a cheat from this picture, but you can find the one I uploaded here in the
local file. Basically, you would have to change the "dev" back into "freeman" but that's not an easy
task, but I was able to unlock all of the hats by replacing the "dev" to "freeman" and then running
the game. After you have done that, you can re-change the "dev" to "freeman" and then run the

game again. Then, change the "dev" back to "freeman" and then run the game again. I suggest you
do this in the order of "dev, freeman, freeman, freeman", otherwise, you will have to crack the

program multiple times to make the same changes. That's if you want to use my hack from this post.
I was able to unlock every hat for EVERY player. I would suggest you do it before you open the cheat.

Then, you can use that code that I posted earlier, but you won't be able to do all the codes, as it
would have an error because some of the codes use an #, even though the others only have . (I am
still adding more codes, so there will be more codes than just the ones you see here.) I didn't have
time to fix the error, but you just have to change the codes to the ones that don't have an #. I cant
remember the last time I played a dedicated driving game, the original Driver possibly, and Burnout
is rather fun, apart from the half-arsed interface; where other multiplatform games at least manage
bit clunky, but usable (Borderlands 2), or doesnt really need text that size, fixed by a mod (Skyrim),

its almost painful trying to navigate the menus in Burnout. Burnout Paradise is much more in the
manner of GT, all about driving quickly, about the relentless pursuit of the line of least resistance.
Your character still has the Dodge Neon, the only vehicle in the game, an absolute bolt of fast, but
not much else, apart from the Stunt Boat, which is a bit more of a mid-range vehicle with a special

performance mode. Also, the signpost and ambulance cameras give a good idea of what to expect in
the various environments and races. If your car gets broken up, the game includes reconstruct shots,
which are not always perfect but at least give the general thrust of the accident, and blue screen of
death, which are a far better explanation than the later, entirely random crash screen shots used in
more recent releases. The various tracks are probably the most fun to actually drive, and with the
exception of the final one are unique. The scenery and track set-up are superb, and the locations

vibrant, even though its still a bit NFS. The races are mostly relevant, as you can continue with your
car after being knocked out; in one race, for example, vehicles Turbocharger B22 matched to Go To
Be A Race Car drive, like mine, after you get knocked out, but into total chaos, if you are too late.

The action is fast and furious, it still has a bunch of different vehicles and scenery, all the base game
stuff is included in the box set, and the whole thing is less of a time sink than GTA, Boom Beach or
Need for Speed: Hot Pursuit, though I must say the Omaha addition is HERE. The tracks have to be
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played for the first time to get a certain view of the topography, but they are all well designed, and
there is a little more to them than running from one exit to the next and waiting for the police. The

Hamburg Port has four types of car you can choose from, the Neon being the fastest by far, the
Toyota Camry being the most comfortable and the Hamburg Airport has a particularly effective paint
job! The only annoying thing is that it takes some time before you can actually enter the final race,

but apart from that, you are setting up the game to the nth degree before you start.
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